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Stunning Underwater Wonders

Snowboarding Baby in China

You'll feel like you're scuba diving when you
watch this video of the Red Sea's coral reefs
and colorful sea life.

Only 11 months old, this girl has great
balance and can snowboard down a slight
slope. She even has a coach!

Get Bird ID Help

Facts for the Fun of It

Healthy New Year!

Enjoy birdwatching? This
site will help you identify the
birds you see. It also offers
live cams, videos, and
games.
Learn more...

When you have some time to
kill, check out this site filled
with fun facts about history,
space, food, TV, and more.
Learn more...

If you made New Year's
resolutions about improving
your health, you'll find
resources here that could
help you.
Learn more...

20 Sheet Pan Dinners

Morning Glory Muffins

Cooking everything in one pan is one brilliant
way to minimize work. Check out the many
delicious recipes here.

Start your day off right! These yummy
muffins have whole wheat flour, grated
carrots and apples, pineapple, and nuts.

Trivial Pursuit Trivia

"Yikes!" and Bikes

Two Canadian journalists came up with the
idea for Trivial Pursuit in 1979. Relive how
this board game became a classic.

This is no leisurely bike ride. Watch all the
high-speed twists and turns in exciting GoPro
footage of cyclists in rough terrain.

10 Easy DIY Projects

How to Patch Holes in Drywall

Even beginners can make this crate coffee
table, tire turned container, wine cork pen
holder, and more.

Have holes in your wall? Learn to patch them,
whether they're small or large, with these
easy-to-follow tips from a pro.
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